The 13 Inner Mean Girl Archetypes
Learn about the most common types of self sabotaging inner forces found within the minds,
bodies and hearts women and girls. Based on the best-selling book Reform Your Inner Mean Girl
by Christine Arylo & Amy Ahlers.

Inner Mean Girls pop up in all kinds of situations over the course of your life.
Most show up early, before the age of eleven, but there is no statute of limitations
on when they can appear. They usually, but not always, can be traced back to
an experience in which:

1. The Comparison Queen

Meet your inner judge who assesses the success of your life by comparing you to other
people or to where you think you should be, or used to be – which in her eyes is never
enough. Her favorite Big Fat Lies include: “You should be further along,” “So-and-so is way
better than you or is so much farther ahead!,” “You just aren’t as pretty/young/thin/desirable
as you used to be.” She makes you feel like an inadequate failure, or like you are falling
behind and not measuring up.

2. The Achievement Junkie

Meet the pushy relentless force who drives you hard to get to a goal you will never reach because
the finish line just keeps moving. Her job is to keep you addicted to pursuing goals, by fooling you
into believing that there is a magical destination that will indicate you have finally arrived, where
you can rest, stop working so hard and be enough. Her Big Fat Lies include: “When you get the
job/relationship/accolade/title/money, then you’ll be happy,” “There isn’t time to celebrate or
rest,” and “You are not moving fast enough.” She makes you exhaust yourself, and robs you of
receiving the success and happiness of all your hard work.

3. The Doing Addict

Meet your inner energizer bunny gone mad, your inner taskmaster and slave driver who makes
sure you are always busy doing something. She made it her job to make sure you don’t rest, relax,
or play until your work is done or the to-do list is checked off (which it never is). Her Big Fat Lies
include: “You are a slacker. Stop being lazy!,” “You can’t play or rest until all your work is done,”
and “You have so much to do!” She makes your mind run constantly with all the to do’s, making
you stressed out, frenzied, always reacting to the outside world’s demands.
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4. The Good Girl

Meet your inner people pleaser who is desperately afraid that no one will like her or love her if
she doesn’t do what people expect of her or if she doesn’t give to others before she takes care
of herself. Her job is to make sure you stay in line with these rules of how a good girl behaves,
so everything will be okay. Her Big Fat Lies include: “If you say no, people won’t like you,”
“You have to take care of your kids/parents/friends before you take care of yourself, or people
will think you are selfish,” and “You can’t say that out loud!” She makes you give more time,
money and energy than you have to give, and she stifles your true feelings and emotions.

5. The Rejection Queen

Meet the one who is deathly afraid of being rejected, unloved and alone. Her job is to convince
you that you are unlovable, doomed to be alone, and that people don’t really want you around,
and to show you just how unsafe it is to let people in (she’s great at choosing unhealthy
relationships for you). Her Big Fat Lies include: “You’ll be single forever, “You are damaged goods,”
and “See, you have to protect yourself from others.” She makes you feel lonely and left out, like
you don’t belong, and like it’s just safer to be on your own.

6. The Perfectionist

Meet the highly critical and often harsh, picky, or sharp critical authority figure whose job is to
point out everything you’re doing wrong or that doesn’t measure up to her perfectionist standards.
Her Big Fat Lies include: “You must do it perfectly,” “It’s doesn’t count if it’s not perfect,” or “It’s
not ready to put into the world because it’s not perfect yet.” She makes you procrastinate, give
more energy and time to a project than is necessary, and she makes you obsess over the smallest
details that don’t matter.

7. The Fixer and Rescuer

Meet the inner helper who loves to focus on what is wrong with everyone else and then gets you
to spend all your energy and time helping others. She convinces you that what you are doing is
the right thing, the noble thing, the only choice you could make. It’s your duty to help. Right?!
Her Big Fat Lies include: “They need you,” and “You are the only one that can help.” She makes
you sacrifice yourself in the name of helping others.

8. The Head Tripper

Meet the rational, practical skeptic, whose job it is to discount your intuition and anything that
feels too “touchy-feely” or “woo-woo.” She prides herself on your ability to not cry, to be
unshakable, and to keep your emotions under wraps. She holds you back with Big Fat Lies like:
“Be realistic, that will never work,” and “Don’t be so emotional.” She makes you feel weak for
having emotions and she makes you give up on your dreams because they aren’t “realistic.”
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9. The Invincible Superwoman

Meet the female version of Atlas, who puts the weight of the world on your shoulders and
doesn’t let you set it down, no matter how heavy it gets—because she thinks you should be able
to handle it. Her job is to keep you feeling and looking strong, never showing any weakness. She
tells you Big Fat Lies like: “You can handle this, just keep pushing through.” “There is no one who
can support you,” and “Never let them see you sweat.” She makes you do everything on your own,
and take on way more responsibility than is yours to take on.

10. The Martyr

Meet your inner spiritual guru, starving artist or super activist who has made it her job to use
your spirituality, creativity, or social mission as a way to pretend you don’t need things on the
physical plane – including money, recognition and success. She makes you feel better about your
life with Big Fat Lies like: “I am a spiritual person, so that doesn’t matter to me,” or “I am an artist
so I have to suffer for my art” or “My mission is more important than my needs.” She keeps you
suffering for your cause, your art, or your spiritual pursuit, as a way to prove you worthy or
better than others.

11. The Overly Optimistic, Partying Cheerleader

Meet the life of the party, the one with a smile always on her face, the one who tells you that
everything will work out for you, even if you are about to dive headfirst into a self-sabotaging
choice. Her job is to make you feel good and happy in the moment, consequences be damned –
it’s all about instant gratification. She uses Big Fat Lies like: “Just put it on the credit card. You
can pay it off later,” “You deserve this. You’ve been working so hard!,” or “You can deal with that
tomorrow,” cajoling you into make choices you later regret.

12. The Worrywart

Meet the professional worrier and worst-case scenario runner, who loves to fills your mind and
body with all the bad things that could happen. Her job is to keep you living in a heightened state
of fear and anxiety, using Big Fat Lies like: “If you aren’t worrying or on alert, something bad will
happen,” “The other shoe is going to drop,” “I could lose my job/relationship/home at any moment.”
She makes you feel unsafe, unsure and uncertain, making your mind make up crazy thoughts and
making you over anxious, upset or scared.

13. The Drama Queen

Meet the turmoil creator who thrives on chaos and loves to keep your life in a state of drama,
which she views as excitement. Her job is to keep you from having to deal with your true emotions
by whipping up all consuming drama in your life or feeding off gossip and other people’s drama.
She tells you Big Fat Lies that normalize your daily state of drama and bad habits like gossip.
She makes you use all your energy on the drama happening so that you don’t focus on what’s
really going on for you.
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